
Company Name: Elixia Tech Solutions Limited 

Company Website: www.elixiatech.com 

Corporate Profile Videos: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHt48zOE2thnauLueKJ2mWg 

Position: UI/UX Developer 

Department: Technology and Development 

Responsibilities: 

- Understand the business/customer requirements and ensure timely completion of tasks 

- Familiarity with AGILE development methodologies 

- Complete responsibility for customer experience on product/solution from a UI perspective 
- Designing and developing graphic user interface elements, like menus, tabs and widgets 
- Making the UI as intuitive and user friendly as possible 

- Turning software solutions into easy to use products for end customers 

- Build page navigation buttons and search fields  
- Develop UI based on mock-ups and prototypes that clearly illustrate how sites function and look 

like 
- Create and develop original graphic designs (e.g. images, sketches and tables)  
- Prepare and present rough drafts to internal teams and key stakeholders  
- Identify and troubleshoot UX problems (e.g. responsiveness) 
- Conduct layout adjustments based on user feedback  
- Adhere to style standards on fonts, colours and images 
- Responsible for creative design of the site, ease of searching specific information, building 

intuitive dashboards and reports and strong, easy links between pages 
- Deliver an outstanding user experience providing an exceptional and intuitive application design 
- Optimize existing UI designs and plan and implement new designs 

- Combine creativity with an awareness of the design elements 

- Make strategic design and user-experience decisions related to core, and new, functions and 

features 

- Collaborative approach to convert vision into reality 

- Ability to iterate designs and solutions efficiently and intelligently 

- Staying up-to-date on the latest technologies and using the same to improve efficiency 

- People Management and Process Adherence across the team 

Expected Skills and Competencies: 

- Proven track record and work experience as UI/UX developer 

- Portfolio of UI/UX development to be showcased if possible 

- Strong knowledge and command over designing and wireframe tools 

- Aware of standards and best practices to be followed 

- Excellent verbal and written communication skills in English 

- Knowledge of Logistics and Supply Chain sectors will be an added advantage 

http://www.elixiatech.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHt48zOE2thnauLueKJ2mWg


- Openness and curiosity to constantly keep learning and improving 

- Performance and goal oriented and highly focused individual 

- Leadership quality, self-confidence, presence of mind and adaptability to various situations 

- Dedication and passion towards the role as it is directly linked to customer delight and therefore, 

company’s success 

- Significant attention to detail and critical thinking 

- Customer centric and problem solving approach 

- Have empathy for the end-user, a deep understanding of user-centered design (UCD) and strong 

analytical abilities 

- Extensive experience in using UX design best practices to design solutions, and a deep 

understanding of mobile-first and responsive design 

- Technically as well as creatively skilled  

 

Reporting: To the Tech Lead/CTO 

Salary: Negotiable in line with experience, track record, ability and industry standards  

 

 


